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If we could discover the visual scanning patterns of expert air traffic control
operators (ATCOs), we could use those findings to better train novices. One
critical issue is that visual scan paths can be complex even for a short period of
time, therefore, a systematic approach is required to obtain clear and meaningful
visual scanning patterns. We transformed the raw eye movement data of expert
ATCOs into visual scanning patterns by using the collapsed eye movement
sequences that occurred on important areas of interest, then visualized them based
on accumulated time frames. We collected and subsequently analyzed controller
eye movements that occurred before and after controllers issued takeoff
clearances, in a high-fidelity virtual reality airport tower. We obtained clear visual
scanning patterns from our analyses of eye movement data. We plan additional
investigation to determine whether tower controllers can be trained to employ
effective visual scanning behaviors.
Airport tower controllers perform a cognitively complex and visually demanding task. They
must monitor multiple aircraft by visually scanning runways and airspace located outside the
tower and the surveillance displays and flight progress strips located inside the tower. They then
must integrate information from various sources and issue clearances and advisories to aircraft.
Tower control instructors teach trainees what information is needed before clearances can be
delivered, and when to look for the information. For example, trainees must learn to continually
scan, making visual contact with the aircraft in their area of responsibility. They also must scan
the arrival end and crossing points of active runways frequently to identify potential traffic
conflicts. Beyond this, however, we currently lack evidence of how these experts visually scan
their operational environment.
Our research team seeks to characterize the visual scanning behavior of Air Traffic Control
Operators (ATCOs) controlling traffic in the airport tower environment. If we could discover
clear visual scanning patterns, especially how the expert ATCOs visually scan important
information sources based on their eye movement transitions among those sources, we should be
better able to understand their underlying cognitive processes. Training organizations can use the
findings to improve the instruction of novices.
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Other researchers have previously applied the use of eye-tracking technology to air traffic
control at airport towers (Li, Kearney, Braithwaite, and Lin, 2018; Manske and Schier, 2015;
Svensson, 2015). These researchers collected eye fixation numbers/durations or pupil sizes at
Areas of Interests (AOIs) within the ATCO’s field of view. These studies were conducted
primarily as a way to evaluate new systems and look for ways to improve controller efficiency.
In the past, our research team has used eye-tracking analyses specifically to inform controller
training but these studies were conducted in the En Route air traffic control environment and not
in airport towers (Kang and Landry, 2014; McClung and Kang, 2016). We analyzed the visual
scan paths of expert ATCOs scanning a primary Radar display for aircraft conflicts. In these
studies, we were successful at discovering expert visual scanning patterns that might be taught
during training and improve conflict detection performance of novices.
We analyzed eye-tracking data recorded from ATCOs while they controlled a high fidelity
simulation of airport traffic. The sheer number and apparent randomness of eye fixations and
saccades makes it challenging to extract clear visual scanning patterns, suitable for use in
training, from complex visual scanning paths. Figure 1 shows an example of an expert’s raw
visual scan path over a 10 minute interval.

Figure 1. Visual scan path of an expert for a 10 minute period: Center of the circle is the eye
fixation location, numbers indicate the time-ordered eye fixation sequences, and the yellow lines
indicate the fast transitions among the eye fixations.
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether we could discover consistent and effective
visual scanning patterns used by expert ATCOs when at safety-critical moments, such as when
issuing a takeoff clearance. Ultimately, we expect that our research will enable us to identify
visual scanning best practices that we can teach to new ATCOs to improve their visual scanning
skills.
Visual Scanning Data Analysis
We created a systematic data analysis approach by combining the three approaches briefly
explained in the Introduction section. Here are the eight steps that we used:
Spatial-temporal clustering approach
Step 1. Define AOIs to cover the full visual field of view.
Step 2. Apply the existing I-VT, I-DT, or similar algorithm to create eye fixations (Komogortsev
et, al., 2010).
Step 3. Aggregate consecutive eye fixations that occurred on the same Area of Interest (AOI).
Step 4. Identify important AOIs (where most of the eye fixations occurred).
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Step 5: Filter only the visual scan paths that occurred on those important AOIs.
Step 6. Identify the directions of the eye movement transitions from one AOI to another AOI.
Step 7. Visualize the eye movement` transitions based on accumulated time frames before and
after an important event occurs.
Step 8. Express the amount of eye movement transitions based on the thickness of the transition
lines (i.e. the more the transitions, the thicker the lines).
Step 9. Create aggregated AOIs to further simply the visual scanning patterns (e.g. if some AOIs
are physically closers to one another, group them into a larger AOI).
Method
Three retired tower controllers were recruited for the experiment held at the Civil
Aeronautical Medical Institute (CAMI) in Oklahoma City. Twelve 55” HD (1080p) monitors
were used to simulate the out the window view of the airport. Tobii Pro Glasses II (100 Hz) were
used to capture participant eye movements. A MaxSim simulator, developed by Adacel Systems
Inc., was used to develop and present the simulated traffic. Scenarios were scripted to run for
approximately 22 minutes and to have multiple aircraft take-offs and landings. Only eye
movements during take-offs were analyzed for this paper. The layout is shown in Figure 2. The
task was to have the local controller (i.e. the participant) communicate with the ground controller
and the pseudo pilot (who followed the commands provided by the local controller) and issue
commands such as takeoff clearances.
The raw eye movements were processed using our eight step analysis approach provided
above. The eye fixation durations were not considered since the ATCOs were vigilantly viewing
the field of view and our interest was on the directional eye movement transitions among the
important AOI. The AOI depicted in Figure 2 were identified by asking subject matter experts to
indicate the location of operationally significant information. The scanning patterns were
analyzed for 10 seconds, 20 seconds, and 30 seconds before and after the time at which a
clearance was issued.

Flight strips

LUAW sign

Timer

Runway labels

Ground Controller

Figure 2. View of the expert local controller (i.e. the participant). LUAW stands for Line Up
And Wait, BRITE stands for Bright Radar Indicator Terminal Equipment, and ASDE stands for
Airport Surface Detection Equipment.
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Results
Figure 3(a) shows the results of the aggregated eye movements of one participant using a
60ms threshold for a 30 second period before the cleared for takeoff clearance was issued. Since
the direction of the eye movement transitions are not clearly visible, the eye fixations sequences
(represented as numbers 1 through 56 in Figure 3(a)) were replaced with direction indicators (i.e.
arrows) and the location of eye fixations were substituted with the AOIs (see Figure 3(b)). We
defined the important AOIs to be “LUAW,” “runway,” “runway crossing,” “flight strips,”
“ASDE,” and “runway labels” since most of the eye fixations (in our case, 100% of the eye
fixations) occurred on those AOIs.
Figure 4(a) shows how the eye movement transitions were simplified using line thickness.
Figure 4(b) shows how we further abstracted the AOIs into simpler expressions and aggregated
the AOIs within the “inside view” (closer to one another compared to other AOIs) into a larger
burgundy color AOI. When we observe Figure 4(b), a visual scanning trend begins to emerge.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Example outputs for a 30 second duration before the “clear to take off” command was
issued.

}

}

Out-of-the
window
view

loslde view

(a)

Figure 4. Effective visualization of the visual scanning behavior

(b)

The output of all three expert ATCOs are provided in Figure 5. The dotted lines (in the
center) indicate the point in time when the clearance was issued. The eye movements were
accumulated from the point in time that the ATCO issued the takeoff clearance. We accumulated
eye movements for three intervals before and after the takeoff clearance. The visualized intervals
included eye movement data for 10s, 20s, and 30s after the clearance was issued.
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(c) Expert 3
Figure 5. Accumulated visual scanning patterns of three experts.
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Discussion
Using our spatial-temporal clustering approach in the analysis of ATCO visual scanning eye
tracking data, we were able to extract clearer visual scanning patterns. Our approach provides a
foundation to aggregate and visualize patterns from many data sets as well as multiple time
frames within each data set. In this study, we were able to express eighteen visualizations in a
single figure (Figure 5) to create a holistic view of the visual scanning patterns. This enabled us
to discover a visual scanning pattern that could be easily described and taught to new ATCOs.
By analyzing the visualizations, the “vigilant” scanning behavior of the expert ATCOs can be
explained as the controllers actively interrogate the information shown on the BRITE/ASDE
radar displays and flight strips, then verify the information by looking out the window and
observing the aircraft on the LUAW, runway, and runway crossing. The thickness of the lines
shows that many eye movement transitions occur between the inside view and out-of-thewindow view which coincides with the expert ATCOs’ vigilant scanning efforts on knowing
what they are looking for and when to look for it. The runway labels were not always observed
as intensely as other AOIs, but we believe that the runway labels might be more actively
used/observed if the number of aircraft at the airport increases or the runway configuration
becomes more complex.
We were able to clearly show the evidence of the experts consistently and vigilantly
interrogating the inside view information and out-of-the-window information before and after
issuing a command. In addition, the visualization shows that the controllers attend to “hot spots”
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such as the LUAW and the runway crossing, but also attend the runway to check for any other
anomalies. If we could track and analyze their eye movement data, we would be able to provide
timely feedback to the novices.
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